
Alumni Learning Network Tour 

SPEAKER 1: Let's take a tour. The landing page for all ALN and spaces is the home page. Here 
you receive a brief introduction through the overview and statement of learning goals. All WSU 
courses clearly identify what students should know by completion of the course. You may want 
to visit the syllabus, where again, you'll see the learning goals stated as well as requirements 
and expectations for students.  

The course schedule is mostly irrelevant in a self-paced ALN space, but can be used to help 
participants establish self-imposed timelines.  

Under Assignments you will often find instructions for specific assignments, as well as the drop 
boxes students would use to submit their assignments. Just a friendly reminder, nothing 
submitted to the drop boxes will be reviewed, but if you want to challenge yourself by 
completing course assignments depending on the course, you may find instructions either here 
or in the lesson section.  

Class discussions may provide thought provoking questions you'll want to consider. If you 
choose to work through the content with someone else, please feel free to use the discussion 
area for more course related conversation.  

Course information provides basic instructions for all online courses such as how to post 
discussions, submit assignments, and reach technical support, but many courses also have 
course specific resources such as a suggested reading list, listed here. So be sure to check this 
section out in each ALN space you choose to access.  

Of most interest generally is the lesson section, where you gain access to the material the 
faculty member has drawn together to teach the content, including in many cases faculty 
narrated lectures or videos. It is this access to quality academic content curated by university 
faculty that makes these courses unique. Note that the course design differs, and there are 
courses where most content is housed under the assignments or discussions tab. Take your 
time to peruse the content of any ALN space to harvest what you can. We hope you'll find the 
experience enriching and supportive of your lifelong learning efforts.  


